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Summary

SUMMARY

Targeted cancer therapies (TCTs) present a breakthrough that marked the field of 
medical oncology over the last two decades. These therapeutics brought improvements 
in survival and/or quality of life for various metastatic cancers, yet substantial survival 
extensions were rarely achieved. On the other hand, TCTs came at a considerable cost. 
This thesis is centred on contrasting TCTs’ costs and effectiveness in the clinical and 
economic conditions of Serbia. Additionally, inferences drawn for Serbia were tested 
through simultaneous analyses in Dutch setting whenever possible.

Firstly, the thesis examined the general conditions in epidemiology of cancer and public 
access to the TCTs in Serbia. Furthermore, it dealt with the concurrent estimation of costs 
and effectiveness in an example of metastatic renal cell cancer (mRCC) TCTs spread over 
two consecutive therapeutic lines within the Serbian and the Dutch setting. In that way 
major issues in modelling of TCTs effectiveness were illustrated. Finally, costs minimisation 
analysis of same TCTs with different routes of administration served to describe the 
pattern of supportive costs in TCTs’ use within Serbian and Dutch oncological practice. 

Through the first long-term nation-wide study in cancer epidemiology of Serbia steady 
increase of overall incidence and mortality was observed in period between 1999 and 
2009. Contrary to the European trends, mortality of cancer in Serbia does not seem 
to decrease through time. Hence, cancer presents an important public health matter in 
Serbia and TCTs should be carefully assessed within the country for their potential to 
improve survival.

Current level of TCTs reimbursement in Serbia is lower than that in the Western European 
countries. In comparison with Scotland, and in particular with the Netherlands, cancer 
patients in Serbia have more limited access to TCTs. Reimbursement policy for expensive 
hospital drugs in examined developed countries is defined through detailed assessment 
guidelines, where pharmacoeconomic value of a new drug appears to have a decisive 
role. Unlike the Netherlands or Scotland, Serbia did not specify details on content of a 
pharmacoeconomic dossier, or on criteria for consequent evaluation and there are no 
policies that would take account of TCTs specificities. 

However, when concrete cost effectiveness analyses were conducted within mRCC field, 
none of the TCTs examined in Serbia proved cost effective under the common threshold. 
Under such cost effectiveness threshold any mid-income country would find it hard to 
positively asses most of the TCTs on grounds of health economics. Yet, many Western 
European countries, the Netherlands being one of them, designed separate regulations 
in which exempts TCTs from standard reimbursement merits. 

For the methodological aspects of TCTs’ cost effectiveness modelling, this thesis points 
out the importance of underlying assumptions in survival analysis. Common modelling 
approach is relying on the assumption of proportional hazards which is particularly 
prone to violation in situations such as simultaneous comparison of several treatments. 
Solutions proposed in this thesis were based on the use of fractional polynomials, which 
enabled more flexible survival modelling. Differences in survival estimates and final ICER 
estimates of TCTs dependent on the model choice were substantial, indicating that the 
survival modelling is a demanding task which should be clearly addressed in the specific 
guidelines for TCTs assessment. 
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Within the cost minimisation analyses new pharmaceutical formulations of TCTs 
(subcutaneous) proved cost saving in comparison to those already existing (intravenous) 
for both Serbia and the Netherlands. Main advantages are achieved by the more economic 
dosing regimen of new formulations coupled with significant time savings. Additionally, 
it was possible to study differences in staff and resource use costs between Serbia and 
the Netherlands. Comparison of two settings revealed huge underestimation of staff and 
facilities’ costs in Serbia.

To conclude, raising mortality and relatively poor survival with the disease stress cancer 
as one of the main public health issues in Serbia. Broader access to TCTs may contribute 
to the improvement of cancer survival, yet this should be taken with caution. Notably, 
most of TCTs would not appear cost effective under traditionally accepted thresholds. 
In order to enable effective TCTs evaluation that will take into account existing 
economic constraints, Serbia needs to constitute a rational reimbursement policy with 
clear definitions and an important role of pharmacoeconomics within it. Finally, relying 
on Dutch/Western European experiences TCTs may require even more elaborated 
reimbursement regulations with emphasis on appropriate cost effectiveness modelling.




